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Justice Clark to Arrive Next Friday

by John Johnson

Former U.S. Supreme Court Justice Tom C. Clark will deliver the annual honorary Valparaiso University Doctor of Laws degree during a 4½-hour Moot Court luncheon in the Law School fol-

lowing his address. He is expected to remain in the area throughout the weekend.

Justice Clark, a former U.S. Attorney General and eighteen-

year Supreme Court veteran, will address members of the law faculty and then participate in the day's events.

The speaker program will begin at 9:30 a.m. with a videotape on "Gun Control" which was pro-
duced by John Marshall Law School students under a grant from the ABA. Later in the morning, Justice Clark will deliver his address to the entire student body. Following the luncheon, Justice Clark will speak to the law school and fourth year law student Schmid.

The speaker program will consist of workshops for Student Bar Association Presidents, Law Student Division Representatives, and Law School Newspaper Editors. The workshops for the meeting have been coordinated by Glen Vicini with help from several other Valpo law students.

The speaker program will be followed by a luncheon in the West Hall of Valparaiso University for the student body. The luncheon will consist of workshops for Student Bar Association Presidents, Law Student Division Representatives, and Law School Newspaper Editors. The workshops for the meeting have been coordinated by Glen Vicini with help from several other Valpo law students.
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But doesn't good teaching involve innovation? Most law school courses are simply taught by the lecture method.

It would be presumptuous of me to define the proper teaching techniques in the law school, since I am not a member of that faculty and have not had the experience of teaching there. I think the success of teaching depends on how the individual is able to use any particular technique. For the teacher is a key part of the effective method, particularly when the classes are quite large, as many of the law school classes are. Other teachers are effective in seminar type situations. I do not think I can judge the system to which you referred. In the last analysis, teaching is a supreme art of persuasion. Whether it is by one technique or another the end result is the transmiseion of ideas and the growth of thought carried on between the student and the teacher.

Other instalments of THE FORUM's interview with President Hugel will appear in subsequent issues.
Mae the Profes

by Cindy Hedge

This school year may be as much a learning experience for students in Legal Problems as it is for the course's teacher, Jeff Fallinger. Joining the law school faculty this fall as teaching assistant after graduating from the law school last spring, Fallinger devoted his year of teaching to show whether he can be an effective teacher as well as demonstrate that he can enjoy teaching. He believes his teaching experiences, along with those of his former college classmate, will make him a more effective lawyer, should he decide to practice law.

Likewise, Fallinger said her full-time position of working with both state and federal clinics may influence her decision about a future career. She further sees her job as a method of combining her interest in legal aid with doing what she believes serves the public interest.

Both Fallinger and Bork sought the positions in part because of the dissatisfaction with alternatives. For example, Fallinger cited a disillusionment with large firms because attorneys there regarded themselves as businessmen first and as lawyers second. Moreover, Bork once was a self-made, independent practitioner before he went into academia.

But making the transition from student to faculty member is not an easy one both agreed. Bork said the TA role is confusing because though the faculty treat them as colleagues, their positions are not equal to regular faculty members.

Andrea Kniha

The non-elective student insurance program was conducted by FORUM to investigate exactly what the students were interested in. Under this plan, FORUM would like to recommend that you work your policy, but, as an attorney, you're probably already done that. (If not, return directly to Contracts L.)

OK. You have insurance. Want to know why? Basically, the University is concerned with promoting good health practices and preventing sickness and accidents among the students. To this end, the University maintains the Health Center and has arranged for student insurance. Student Affairs told THE P a couple of years ago that the plan is designed only to supplement other insurance and that any student enrolled in ten hours or more is automatically insured. The policy is non-elective and available without advantage. Group rates are offered, and only students are covered by the group insurance.

The University is concerned with promoting good health practices and preventing sickness and accidents among the students. To this end, the University maintains the Health Center and has arranged for student insurance. Student Affairs told THE P a couple of years ago that the plan is designed only to supplement other insurance and that any student enrolled in ten hours or more is automatically insured. The policy is non-elective and available without advantage. Group rates are offered, and only students are covered by the group insurance.
The football season is drawing rapidly to a close here at Ole V.U., and the football ball has made quite an impression in the dormitories. Mike Handlon for self-defense.

The defending champion BARD were heading into their showdown contest with perfect marks and the young Nolo Contenders came in second in the A-League with a 4-1 mark. JLA moved to a 3-0 with a 42 (or somewhat similar score) to 22 over an outmanned Big Brick. The brick went up at the hands of the judiciary that Stu Hyvonen was growing TD's to his lineup, namely, Bob Bravers and Pat Murphy.

The biggest surprise was that Randy "The Wizard of Weseman" Sproule has terminated his contact for conch with the cardinals. The team was in a long and illustrious history, Differences of a socioeconomic-philosophical nature were given as the reason for the separation. Named as possible replacements are Stavros and Falkenstein, whoever they are.......

In the second half, BARD wrapped up their pre-JLA season with a forfeit win over Brands (Chicken) 6. A week earlier the BARD slapped the Dan Stooges 37-0, as the secondary picked off eight passes, four by Steve Spencer, including a TD run back. Jeff Bork will pass and TD pass from each BARD quarterback (Hand and Hesler) to move into a first round play-off results.

Haired Harriers Ready

The law school soccer jocks opened their season last Sunday afternoon with a 9-0 win over the kickers of Delta Theta Phi. The attorney types broke on top when Bruce "Big Foot" Van Heekeen rammed home Scott Walden's corner kick midway through the opening half.

The scooter-Dutchy connection also accounted for the second goal of the afternoon when Bruce took Walden's hook-in and slipped it past the DTP goalie for a 2 to zip halftime margin.

The jocks dominated the second half as John Lanning recorded his first shut-out as goalie with a convincing 4-0 win.

Cheese Players Pair Off

The FORUM is pleased to announce the pairings for the V.U. Law School Third Annual Chess Classic.

In the upper bracket Brian Lee has already defeated Greg Schweder to move into a first round match against John Lanning, Bob Rocker will meet Dave Geiler, Stu Hyvonen will be challenged by Dave Capp and Jeff Bark will have to contend with Rhonda Willis.

Beer Nuts

by Brian Lee

Here are the results of the beer Preference Survey. Fifty-one ballots were bandied in, with the vast majority (45) preferring bottles over cans. In scoring the favorites and the most usually purchased brands, 5 points were given for the 1st choice, 4 for 2nd, etc.

The biggest surprise was that Peter came in 15th in the favorite category, scoring only 10 points. If you combine the figures, Miller comes out the winner for price-quality with 182, followed by Stroh's (168), Michelob (136), Budweiser (93), and Heineken (82). Coors was not counted in this because of its unavailability. It is suggested that the SBA finance a purchase and do some research for law school events based on this survey, or Stroh's if they are looking for couples dollars.

Next issue, this column will consist of ex-Valparaiso University students. On Saturday the office is open until 12 o'clock noon.